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 Wolooj” Pre-Applicatioon Form”

I. Contact Details

1 Name 

2 Surname 

3 Educational Background 

4 Birth Year 

5 E-Mail Address

6 Contact Number 

II. Your Background
1 Qualifications 

Please provide the following: 

- Professional qualifications

and experience

- How does your qualifications

and experience provide a

positive impact on the

proposed project?

- The level of your IT

knowledge and experience

related to your proposed

project

2 Funding 

What are the sources of funding 

for the proposed product or 

service, whether self-funding or 

external sources? 
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3 Are you familiar to the 

adherence of the Central 

Bank of Kuwait’s 

instructions and regulations 

concerning the business 

activities? 

Yes ☐ 

No  ☐   

III. About Your Innovation

1 Project Name  

2 Summary of your innovative 

project 

Please provide a summary of 

your innovation 

3 Benefits of your project 

Please provide the following: 

- What problem is the idea

addressing and solving

- Does your proposed idea

address the needs of the

market or provide a benefit

return to either the client or

the local market, such as

providing higher security

standards, improving quality,

reducing costs or achieving

market growth and efficiency?

4 Genuine Technology 

Innovation 

How does the proposed idea 

include new or emerging 

technology or uses an existing 

technology in an innovative 

method? 
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Kindly submit your Pre-Application form via InnovationHub@cbk.gov.kw 

5 Readiness for Testing 

- Do you have Minimal Viable

Product (MVP) ready for

testing?

- How is the proposed idea at

an advanced stage of

development to qualify it for

testing and why?

6 Alignment to Kuwait’s 

vision 2035 

How does your project align to 

Kuwait’s Vision 2035 and how 

does it drive changes to the 

Financial sector? 

7 Additional Information 
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